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A B S T R A C T   

Integrated tasks are increasing in popularity, either replacing or complementing writing-only 
independent tasks in writing assessments. This shift has generated many research interests to 
investigate the underlying construct and features of integrated writing (IW) performances. 
However, due to the complexity of the IW construct, there are conflicting findings about whether 
and the extent to which various language skills and IW text features correlate to IW scores. To 
understand the construct of IW, we conducted a meta-analysis to synthesize correlation co-
efficients between scores of IW performances and (1) other language skills and (2) text quality 
features of IW. We also examined factors that may moderate the correlation of IW scores with 
these two groups of correlates. Consequently, (1) reading and writing skills showed stronger 
correlations than listening to IW scores; and (2) text length had a strongest correlation, followed 
by source integration, organization and syntactic complexity, with a smallest correlation of lexical 
complexity. Several IW task features affected the magnitude of correlations. The results supported 
the view that IW is an independent construct, albeit related, from other language skills and IW 
task features may affect the construct of IW.   

1. Introduction 

Writing is a critical literacy skill for education and profession in the modern world. In school and academic settings, writing rarely 
stands alone as an isolated activity. Students often learn from input sources (textbooks or lectures), integrate the acquired information 
with their prior knowledge to construct their views and opinions, and express them in the form of writing for communication. 
Therefore, the ability to write from sources, i.e., integrated writing (IW), is deemed an essential skill in educational, academic and 
professional settings (Chan, 2018; Hale et al., 1996; Rosenfeld, Leung, & Oltman, 2001). Rather than treating language use as four 
independent skills – reading, listening, speaking and writing, there has been an urge to use a more holistic or integrated approach to 
understanding language use. An IW task requires students to ‘produce written compositions that display appropriate and meaningful 
uses of and orientations to source evidence, both conceptually and textually’ (Cumming et al., 2005, p.34). IW tasks are increasing in 
popularity and either replacing or complementing writing-only independent tasks in writing assessments (Chan, Inoue, & Taylor, 
2015; Weigle, 2004). However, a sound construct definition of IW is essential for developing valid tasks of teaching and assessing such 
skills (Shaw & Weir, 2007). 

We presume there are broadly two ways to contribute to gauging the construct of IW. One is to investigate underlying abilities that 
associate with IW. It is clear that IW draws upon the writer’s various language skills including reading comprehension, listening 
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comprehension, speaking, and writing, but research findings about the extent to which each language skill correlates to IW perfor-
mance are inconclusive. In addition, when evaluating the IW skill, it is essential to use rating scales that reflect the unique construct of 
IW (Knoch & Sitajalabhorn, 2013). Insights into this practice will be obtained by investigating the association of various text features of 
integrated written responses (e.g., text length, organization, or lexical features) to the overall IW performance. However, again, there 
are conflicting findings about the relationship between IW skill (the wholistic evaluation of an IW product) and specific text features of 
IW products. 

For the purpose of illuminating the construct of IW, we conducted a meta-analysis by synthesizing correlation coefficients of IW 
scores with (1) language skills (learner-internal factors) and (2) text features in the IW products (text-internal factors). We also 
examined potential factors that may moderate the relationships. 

1.1. Review of language skills correlates 

1.1.1. Reading comprehension 
It is widely accepted that students’ reading comprehension ability influences their IW skills (Cumming, 2014; Yu, 2007). Reading 

comprehension sub-skills, such as retrieving ideas, distinguishing main ideas from supporting information, and connecting ideas, are 
considered fundamental for completing IW tasks (Howells, 2011). Many studies have investigated the relationship between students’ 
reading comprehension and their IW performance but the findings are inconclusive. Most of these studies reported moderate corre-
lations between students’ reading comprehension and their IW performance (e.g., Cheong, Zhu, & Liao, 2018; Cheong, Zhu, Li, & Wen, 
2019; Leopold, Bruckner & Dutke, 2019; Pečjak & Pirc, 2018; Phillips Galloway & Uccelli, 2019; Phillips Galloway, Qin, Uccelli, & 
Barr, 2020), but some reported only weak association (Ascención Delaney, 2008; Payant, McDonough, Uludag, & Lindberg, 2019; 
Perin, Lauterbach, Raufman, & Kalamkarian, 2017). 

Although support is generally given to the view that better reading comprehension promotes IW, the relationship between reading 
comprehension and IW is complicated. Many researchers regard integrated reading-writing activities to be a natural entailment of 
reading comprehension, as it requires learners to engage in specific and often higher-level skills including evaluating validity of ideas, 
condensing main ideas and (re-)constructing ideas based on what have been understood from multiple reading inputs (Hidi & 
Anderson, 1986; Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978). However, some studies found that reading comprehension on its own did not significantly 
predict students’ IW performance (Watanabe, 2001). 

In addition to the inconclusive findings about learners’ reading comprehension ability and their integrated reading-writing skill, 
the relative importance of reading comprehension as compared to listening comprehension when both receptive skills are involved in 
an IW task is also unclear. Some studies found that reading comprehension contributed more towards the performance of the IW task 
than listening comprehension did (Cheong et al., 2018) whereas others showed that listening comprehension played a more important 
role (Plakans & Gebril, 2013). 

1.1.2. Listening comprehension 
The association between listening comprehension and IW is again inconclusive. The involvement of listening comprehension of 

audio input is even more complex than reading comprehension in IW tasks due to the ephemeral nature of listening. Field (2019) 
argues that “listening, even in L1, is very much a hit-and-miss operation which draws upon multiple cues as to which words are 
present” (p.10). In most IW tasks which involve audio input, listeners would be expected to not only comprehend what they have heard 
but also select, construct, and transform ideas from sources (Chan & May, 2019; Peverly et al., 2007a,b; Plakans, 2008; Chan & May, 
2019). 

Although it is widely accepted that IW performance is affected by students’ listening and reading comprehension abilities 
(Cumming, 2014; Plakans, 2008), the empirical findings are inconclusive. Some found that listening comprehension had a small 
positive relationship with IW performance (Cheong et al., 2018; Payant et al., 2019; Zhu, Li, Yu, Cheong, & Liao, 2016), whereas others 
reported that strategic use of listening input and inclusion of main ideas from reading/listening inputs explained the most variance in 
IW performances (Plakans and Gebril, 2013). In addition, there is also inconclusive evidence about which and the extent to which 
listening subskills correlate to IW performance (Cheong et al., 2018, 2019). 

1.1.3. Independent writing 
Although there is little doubt that students’ independent writing ability influences their ability to write from sources, researchers 

advocate that IW is a distinct construct in its own right (Asención Delaney, 2008; Chan, Inoue, & Taylor, 2015; Watanabe, 2001; Yu, 
2013). Core processes involved in IW include selecting, connecting and organizing ideas from sources (Spivey, 1997) as well as 
transforming knowledge from multiple sources into a new coherent text (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1987). These processes are essen-
tially different from many independent writing tasks that typically involve narrating from one’s own knowledge, a rather linear text 
production approach known as “knowledge telling” (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1987). On the other hand, some might underscore the 
similarity between IW and independent writing because, while the two types of writing may draw on some different processes, they 
both require three fundamental writing processes, i.e., planning, translating (thought into text) and revising (Flower & Hayes, 1980). 

Previous studies which set out to examine the extent to which independent writing ability accounts for one’s IW performance 
present a confusing picture. Some reported a moderate correlation (Shin & Ewert, 2015), but others have shown only weak correlations 
(Ascención Delaney, 2008; Perin et al., 2017) between independent writing scores and IW scores. 
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1.2. Review of inter-textual correlates 

Another ongoing focus of research has been the relationship between the IW performance (as reflected by holistic scores of IW) and 
text features of the written performance (as reflected by either sub-scores of analytic criteria, e.g., task fulfillment, organization, source 
integration or measures of individual text features, e.g., number of words, proportion of lexical items). In other words, the focus has 
been to identify the relationship between the whole quality and part-features of IW performance. While studies have shown that 
features such as task fulfillment, source integration, organization and language use relate to the overall performance of IW, there is not 
yet a clear answer on this topic (Kyle, 2020; Kyle & Crossley, 2016; Ohta, Plakans, & Gebril, 2018; Plakans & Gebril, 2013; Chan & 
May, 2019) This is partly because of the idiosyncratic choice of textual features whose terminologies and definitions varied in different 
studies, making comparisons across studies challenging. Below, we will review each performance feature relevant to this study in turn. 

1.2.1. Source integration 
IW tasks by definition require writers to complete the writing task based on information provided in reading, listening and/or 

speaking source materials. As a result, source integration has received considerable attention in the process studies literature, espe-
cially in relation to how writers attended to, comprehended and made use of source information in IW tasks (Asención Delaney, 2008; 
Chan, 2018; Knoch & Sitajalabhorn, 2013; Plakans & Gebril, 2012; Plakans, 2008). Writers rely on source texts not only for content but 
also for language and text organizational support (Plakans & Gebril, 2012; Ye & Ren, 2019). While previous studies show that source 
integration plays a prominent role in successful completion of IW tasks, results of the relationship between IW scores and source 
integration have not been conclusive. 

One area of source integration that previous studies have examined relates to content-related features, such as selection of ideas and 
source of ideas, and how these features related to IW test scores. In general, most studies reported that selection, quality and origin of 
ideas correlated positively to test scores (e.g., Homayounzadeh, Saadat, & Ahmadi, 2019; Llosa & Malone, 2019; Ohta, Plakans, & 
Gebril, 2018 )). However, a few reported no clear pattern or weak correlations between source use and IW scores (Plakans & Gebril, 
2012). There are also contradictory results about how selection of ideas from sources in one modality over the other (reading or 
listening) in IW tasks impacted test scores (Homayounzadeh et al., 2019; Plakans & Gebril, 2013). 

Other features of source integration examined in past studies is paraphrasing, i.e., writer’s ability to relay information from the source 
in their own manner of expression. While the importance of paraphrasing skill as the predictor of IW test scores has been established, 
studies have approached features of paraphrasing differently, leading to varying results. Some studies focused on instances of para-
phrasing and reported moderate correlations between features of paraphrasing and test scores (e.g., Plakans & Gebril, 2013). Others 
considered multiple aspects such as frequency, types, and quality of paraphrasing. For example, Homayounzadeh, Saadat and Ahmadi 
(2019) reported that the quality of paraphrasing played a more important role in predicting final IW scores than types of paraphrasing. 

The relationship of textual borrowing (verbatim or copying) to IW skills were also investigated. Textual borrowing is often defined 
as instances of lifting of several continuous words from the source (e.g., Phillips Galloway & Uccelli, 2019). While it is believed that 
copying is an undesirable feature of IW performance, it can be an important strategy for learners of IW (Shi, 2004). There are again 
contradictory results regarding correlation between instances of direct textual copying from the source texts and IW test scores. Some 
studies reported that textual borrowing was positively, though weakly, associated with test scores (e.g., Phillips Galloway & Uccelli, 
2019; Phillips Galloway et al., 2020) while others reported negative correlation between the two (Plakans & Gebril, 2013). 

1.2.2. Organization (quality of coherence and cohesion features) 
Although having received less attention than source integration in the IW literature, organization (quality of coherence and 

cohesion features) is another feature that is increasingly found to predict IW test scores. IW entails not only selecting the most 
important ideas from the source text but also relaying these ideas in a paraphrased text that has a coherent organization of logically 
connected and precise propositions (Gelati, Galvan, & Boscolo, 2014; Spivey, 1997). However, the relationship between organization 
features and IW test scores is unclear. Some studies imply that coherence quality may have stronger relationships than cohesion 
devices with IW scores. Through a combination of human coding and computational text analysis, Plakans and Gebril (2016) inves-
tigated how coherence and cohesion were reflected in IW test scores. The results indicated that quality of coherence was positively 
related to the IW score, whereas cohesion features yielded no statistical differences across the score levels. Similarly, Phillips Galloway 
et al. (2020) and Guo, Crossley, and McNamara (2013) reported only low to weak correlations between cohesion features and IW test 
scores; Uccelli, Deng, Phillips Galloway, and Qin (2019) found moderate correlations between the diversity of connectives to logically 
connect ideas and test scores. In contrast, however, Llosa and Malone (2019) reported cohesive control (appropriate use of cohesive 
devices) played a bigger role than rhetorical control (quality of overall coherence) in predicting IW scores. 

1.2.3. Text length 
Generally speaking, text length (i.e., number of words) has been used as an indicator of writing proficiency such that higher- 

proficiency writers are more able to produce longer texts in a given time than lower-proficiency writers. Most studies have found 
that length of IW was moderately related to test scores, mirroring findings in the writing literature that link text length with writing 
proficiency (Guo et al., 2013; Leopold, Bruckner, & Dutke, 2019; Phillips Galloway & Uccelli, 2019; Phillips Galloway et al., 2020). 

1.2.4. Lexical complexity 
In independent writing, writers have to search their long-term memory for lexical and syntactic forms to express a given idea. While 

this cognitive operation applies to IW, writers can also ‘borrow’ or paraphrase lexical and syntactic forms from the source. It was found 
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that if the writers relied heavily on the source in IW tasks, their writing tended to show higher lexical complexity (Gebril & Plakans, 
2016). This makes interpretation of the relationship between lexical complexity and IW test scores challenging. Prior studies that 
investigated the lexical complexity of IW performance have focused on broadly four types of lexical measures: accuracy, lexical so-
phistication, lexical diversity and lexical density. In general, lexical complexity was found to influence IW scores but the relationship is 
not always straightforward. Some results showed that lexical diversity plays a substantial role in IW scores (Gebril & Plakans, 2016) 
whereas others reported only very weak correlations between the two (Phillips Galloway et al., 2020; Uccelli et al., 2019). Some even 
reported negative correlations between some lexical measures and IW test scores (e.g., Baba, 2009, Phillips Galloway & Uccelli, 2019). 

1.2.5. Syntactic complexity 
Syntactic complexity of IW performance has been measured by various methods. Some applied automatic text analysis tools such as 

Coh-Metric (Graesser, McNamara, Louwerse, & Cai, 2004) to examine general syntactic measures such as measures of subordination 
(Guo et al., 2013); others focused only on syntactic features which are more relevant to academic writing including mean length of 
clause and use of passive structure (Phillips Galloway et al., 2020; Uccelli et al., 2019); and still others relied on holistic rating of 
syntactic complexity and accuracy of grammar (e.g. Llosa & Malone, 2019). The relationship between automated measures of syntactic 
complexity and IW test scores tend to vary ranging from very weak to moderate correlations (e.g., Guo et al., 2013; Phillips Galloway 
et al., 2020; Uccelli et al., 2019), whereas holistic rating of syntactic complexity tends to have a moderate correlation (e.g., Llosa & 
Malone, 2019). 

1.3. Review of moderator variables 

The relationship between IW performance and writer’s language skills/text features is likely to be moderated by learner and task 
variables. Here we review the potential moderators examined in this study, two learner factors (age and IW language) and five IW task 
factors (genre of output, modality of input, number of inputs, genre of input, and task standardization). 

1.3.1. Age 
We could expect that adult writers’ IW ability is substantially different from that of young children whose cognitive ability of 

handling demanding integrated tasks is much more limited. Indeed, the famous Bereiter and Scardamalia’s developmental model of 
writing (Scardamalia and Bereiter, 1987)makes the distinction between a knowledge-telling model of writing, typically adopted by 
young children, and a knowledge-transforming model of writing, typically used by experienced writers. The former tends to involve a 
rather simple and linear text production process of recalling ideas in writing whereas the latter involves complex and recursive 
processes of planning, translating (thought into text), revising and problem solving which are monitored by the writer’s goals in their 
discourse knowledge. These processes adopted by experienced writers would often result in active transformation of ideas or new 
knowledge. Although this model is proposed for L1 writing, the shift from knowledge-telling to knowledge-transforming seems a 
general developmental trend that can also occur in L2 writing. However, alongside age, the impact of linguistic fluency in L2 on higher 
level processes needs to be considered as, for example, a lack of fluency in translation is likely to interfere with L2 writers’ ability to 
engage in knowledge transforming (Galbraith, 2009). Most IW studies focused on either school-aged children (e.g. Cheong et al., 2018, 
2019; Zhu et al., 2016; Phillips Galloway & Uccelli, 2019; Phillips Galloway et al., 2020; Leopold et al., 2019; Pečjak & Pirc, 2018) or 
university writers (e.g. Asención Delaney, 2008; Baba, 2009, Homayounzadeh, Saadat, & Ahmadi, 2019; Shi, 2004). This practice in 
IW studies enables testing the aforementioned developmental model of writing in terms of the difference between child and adult 
population. 

1.3.2. Language of IW (L1 or L2) 
Although the field agrees on the influence of the language of IW (L1 or L2) on the processes and products of IW, the distinctions 

between L1 and L2 IW are yet to be established (Cumming, Lai, & Cho, 2016). Various differences have been observed. For instance, 
Kato (2018a,b) reported significant differences in features of source integration, language use and source use between L1 and L2 
summaries but not in terms of main idea coverage. Yu (2013) argued distinctions between L1 and L2 summaries are not straight-
forward because, for example, students in his study produced significantly longer L1 summaries but these were rated as poorer quality 
than L2 summaries. Other studies that investigated the approach in source integration (e.g., how often and when students interacted 
with source texts) found that there is a partial relationship between source interaction and quality in L1 summaries only. Regarding 
paraphrasing and textual borrowing, some studies showed that while L1 and L2 writers did not differ significantly in the number of 
attempted paraphrases, L2 summarizes contained more extensively copied paraphrases than L1 summarizes (Keck, 2006). It is 
generally believed that L2 writers tend to rely heavily on textual borrowing when performing IW tasks (Nguyen & Buckingham, 2019; 
Plakans & Gebril, 2013). However, Keck (2014) argued that average use of paraphrases might not truly reflect the similarities and 
differences between L1 and L2 summaries because in her study, the higher rate of copying observed for the L2 group as a whole could 
be explained by a small number of students who copied source text language extensively. 

1.3.3. IW task standardization (researcher-made or standardized tasks) 
Past IW studies used either teacher-/researcher-made or standardized tasks in a large-scale examination such as the Test of English 

as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) and Global Integrated Scenario-Based Assessment (GISA). This moderator might affect writers’ in-
tegrated performance as standardized IW tasks tend to have similar task features whereas there are more variations among teacher-/ 
researcher-made IW tasks. 
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1.3.4. Genre of output 
Summary and response essay are the most common genres used in IW tasks investigated in the literature. This genre difference may 

have an influence because summary and response essay entail different processes. Summary tasks usually require writers to describe or 
explain information based on reading and/or listening passages that they have comprehended, whereas response essay tasks often 
require to address a question about the topic or write opinions in addition to summarizing ideas from sources. 

1.3.5. Modality of input (listening/reading) 
Modality of input involved in IW tasks would likely influence writers’ process and performance of IW. For example, Plakans and 

Gebril (2013) found that high-scoring writers were more able to select important ideas from the multiple reading and listening inputs 
whereas low scoring writers depended heavily on a single reading input. Chan & May, 2019 argue that the processes of summarizing 
from listening input is substantially different from those of summarizing from reading passages. 

1.3.6. Number of inputs 
The number of source texts involved in the IW tasks is another potential moderator of IW performance. Khalifa and Weir (2009) 

regard creating an intertextual representation from multiple sources as the most challenging reading skills compared to creating a 
representation from a single text. Similarly, when writers are required to summarize from multiple sources, they need to consider 
multiple organizational patterns and hierarchies of ideas and those ideas could be contradictory at times. 

1.3.7. Genre of input 
Genre of source text is also a potential moderator. Some genres are believed to be less demanding to process and summarize than 

the others (Taylor, 2013). For example, narratives are perceived to be easier to summarize than expository texts because the former 
tends to contain factual information organized in a linear structure whereas the latter tends to contain more complex and unfamiliar 
ideas (Spivey & King, 1989). Expository texts, however, tend to be easier to summarize than argumentative texts as comprehending 
argumentative texts requires higher-level reading skills such as differentiating facts and opinions, comparing and contrasting ideas, 
and understanding implicit author’s points of view (Yu, 2007). 

1.4. Research questions 

Based on the above review, we have conducted meta-analyses of correlation coefficients between IW scores and (1) writer’s lan-
guage skills and (2) text features of IW product. The study aims to answer the following research questions.  

1. What is the relative strength of association between IW scores and learners’ language skills (reading comprehension, listening 
comprehension, and independent writing)?  

2. What is the relative strength of association between IW scores and text features of learners’ IW performance (source integration, 
organization, text length, lexical complexity, and syntactic complexity)?  

3. What is the effect of moderators on the strength of association between IW scores and language skills (question 1) and text features 
(question 2)? 

2. Method 

2.1. Literature search and inclusion/exclusion criteria 

Three major electronic databases, ERIC, LLBA (ProQuest Linguistics Database), and Web of Science, and 26 journals of applied 
linguistics, L1 and L2 reading/writing, teaching, learning and assessment were electronically or manually searched to locate relevant 
studies: Applied linguistics, Assessing Writing, Canadian Modern Language Review, English Language Testing Journal, International Journal of 
English Studies, Journal of English for Academic Purposes, Journal of English for Specific Purposes, Journal of Language Teaching and 
Research, Journal of Reading, Journal of Research in Reading, Journal of Second Language Writing, Language Learning, Language Teaching 
Research, Language Testing, Language Assessment Quarterly, Modern Language Journal, Reading and Writing, Reading in a Foreign Language, 
Reading Matrix, Reading Research Quarterly, RELC Journal, Second Language Research, Studies in Second Language Acquisition, System: An 
International Journal of Educational Technology and Applied Linguistics, TESOL Quarterly, and Written communications. 

We searched for studies published after January 1993 till July 2020 (the end point of literature search in this study) as, according to 
Cumming et al. (2006) literature synthesis of IW, 1993 was “when considerable research on the topic began to emerge (p.48)”. Titles 
and abstracts published in this period were searched using various combinations of the following key terms: “Comprehension”, 
“Writ*”, “Independent writ*”, “Listen*”, “integrated writ*”, “read*-into-writ*”, “summar*”, “discourse synthesis”, and “writ* from 
sources”. As a result, 3071 studies from database search and 656 from journal manual search were identified as initially eligible. After 
screening titles and abstracts, 61 papers were examined to check whether they meet the following inclusion criteria of this study.  

1. The study was reported in English and published in refereed journals.  
2. The study measured IW and language skills with independent tasks.  
3. The study reported correlations between the IW score and at least one language skill or text quality feature.  
4. The language of the source texts and that of IW was the same. 
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We excluded studies which focused on the pedagogical effect of IW, students’ recalls of reading text, or students with special 
education needs. As a result, 17 and 11 studies were included for language skills and text features, respectively. 

2.2. Coding procedures 

All studies were independently coded for target correlates, moderators, and various study features (e.g., participants’ L1/L2, 
setting, sample size, measures, measurement reliability) by the two authors of the study. Intercoder reliability (percentage agreement) 
of the correlation data and study features was 96.8%. Disagreements were resolved through discussion. When information was missing 
or ambiguous, we contacted the author(s) of the original studies. 

2.2.1. Coding of correlates 
Coding of three language skills was straightforward. Because of the distinct construct of reading, listening, and writing, termi-

nology was consistent and unambiguous across studies. We accepted all measures that tested passage level comprehension or inde-
pendent writing abilities. 

On the other hand, coding of text features was substantially complex because of idiosyncratic terminologies and definitions of 
various text features used in different studies. We first listed individual text features examined in all studies, carefully studied oper-
ationalization of each feature in all studies involved, and finally reached a template of categorization with five features. The five 
categories of text features underwent three rounds of revision until the two authors reached 100% agreement (In each round, the two 
authors applied the categories to all features and discussed the scope and definition of each category). The final five text features were 
source integration, text length, organization, lexical complexity and syntactic complexity. Table 1 summarizes their definitions. This 
categorization did not exhaust all the features examined in our sample studies. We had to drop infrequent features that appeared only 
in one or two studies (e.g., self-mention or copying) or exclude studies that adopted definitions remote from those in Table 1. When 
studies reported multiple correlations that fell into the same category (e.g., lexical density and the percentage of academic words as 
indicators of lexical complexity), we averaged the correlations to determine one effect size in the category. 

2.2.2. Coding of moderator variables 

2.2.2.1. Age. Participants who were in primary or secondary school (at or below age 17) were coded as Child/Adolescent and those 
who were in the tertiary level (at or above age 18) were coded as Adult. A study that covered a wide range of age (14–52) was 
tentatively coded as Child/Adolescent/Adult (Plakans & Gebril, 2013), but it was treated as missing in the moderator analysis. 

2.2.2.2. Language of IW. We coded studies as L1 if learners wrote in their L1 and as L2 if learners wrote in their L2. However, caution is 
exercised about the meaning of L1. In some studies, because of their multi-ethnic and multi-lingual contexts, the language of IW was 
the language of schooling that may or may not be the L1 of all students. For instance, Phillips Galloway and Uccelli (2019) included 
participants of various ethnic backgrounds (white, black, Asian, and Latin) with four percent of them being English Language Learners. 
However, studies like this did not report the participants’ L1, nor did they analyse students of different linguistic backgrounds 
separately. Thus, we should remember that the label L1 does not always exclusively refer to native speakers writing in their L1, 
although as the above study illustrates, the ratio of non-native writers is much smaller than native writers. There was no such am-
biguity in studies coded as L2, in which participants were non-native speakers of the language of IW, may they be in second or foreign 
language contexts. 

2.2.2.3. Task standardization. Studies were coded regarding whether the IW task was Researcher-made or the one in Standardized tests 
(e.g., TOEFL, GISA). 

2.2.2.4. Genre of output. Genre of output was coded as either Summary or Opinion. Some studies involved both genre either giving two 
separate writing tasks or requiring to write summary and opinion in one writing. These cases were coded as opinion writing. Thus, in 
our coding, Opinion means writing opinions with or without summarizing the source text(s), whereas Summary means simply sum-
marizing the source text(s). 

2.2.2.5. Modality of input. This moderator refers to comprehension modality in the IW task. In our sample, two modalities were used: 
Reading/Listening-to-Writing (RLW) or Reading-to-Writing (RW). 

Table 1 
Definitions of text features.  

Text features Definitions 

Source integration Integration of content from sources; origin of ideas; relevance of ideas 
Text length Number of words produced 
Organization Organization of writing, e.g. cohesion, overlap/similarity measures, use of connectives and rhetorical structure 
Lexical complexity Lexical features of writing, e.g. lexical diversity, spelling, proportion of wordlists, concreteness of vocabulary 
Syntactic complexity Syntactic features of writing, including length of clause, use of passive voice, use of nominalization, use of prepositional phrases  
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2.2.2.6. Number of inputs. Studies were coded as Single if they used only one source text in the IW task or Multiple if they used two or 
more source texts. 

2.2.2.7. Genre of input. Studies were coded regarding the genre of the source text in IW: Expository, Argumentative, or Mix (expository 
and argumentative). No study in our pool used narrative texts. 

2.3. Handling multiple effect sizes from a sample 

Several studies reported two correlations from the same sample for one of three reasons: using two IW tasks at one time point, 
following the same sample longitudinally, or giving IW tasks in the participants’ L1 and L2. For the independence of observation, the 
average was taken in the first case (Asención Delaney, 2008; Perin et al., 2017); the correlation in the first measurement point was used 
in the second case (Uccelli et al., 2019); and only the correlation in L2 was used in the third case (Cheong et al., 2019). The reason for 
the third case was that correlations in L1 outnumbered those in L2 in the studies included, and we wanted to increase the number of L2 
for the planned comparison between L1 and L2 writing. 

2.4. Meta-analysis procedures 

We used the software Comprehensive Meta-Analysis version 2 (Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2005) to estimate the 
mean effect sizes and conduct moderator analyses. Common meta-analysis procedures were employed for language skills correlates 
and text quality features. After the completion of data entry (e.g., study names and their features, numerical information, and 
moderator variables and their levels), we consulted three measures to assess a potential file drawer problem: fail-safe N (Rosenthal, 
1979), Orwin’s fail-safe N (Orwin, 1983), and the trim and fill method based on the visual examination of funnel plots (Duval & 
Tweedie, 2000). As shown in Tables 2 and 5, these measures indicated that there was little concern for a file drawer problem in this 
study. 

Based on the assumption that heterogeneity across studies was not merely caused by sampling error, we employed the random- 
effects model to estimate mean correlation coefficients between IW and target variables. Subsequent moderator analyses were car-
ried out with mixed-effects models (the extension of the random-effects model by using study characteristics as the moderators) 
(Cheung, 2015). We consulted Cohen’s (1988) benchmark for the interpretation of aggregating effect sizes because we included both 
L1 and L2 studies. To examine homogeneity across studies, we used Q-test and the associated I2 statistics. After the aggregation of effect 
sizes, we proceeded to moderator analyses when homogeneity tests indicated the presence of moderators (a significant Q test result and 
reasonably large I2 statistics). In the moderator analysis, we did not analyse potential moderators if the number of samples in one 
category did not reach the minimum requirement of two (In’nami & Koizumi, 2009). Also, studies that did not report sufficient in-
formation for moderator coding or too unique to be in the moderator coding category (e.g., Plakans & Gebril, 2013 in Age) were 
treated as missing in the moderator analysis, though such studies were included in the aggregation of overall correlation coefficients. 

3. Results 

3.1. Language skills correlates 

Table 2 summarizes overall mean effect sizes, 95% CIs, homogeneity test results (Q test and I2 values), retrieval bias test results 
(fail-safe N, Orwin’s fail-safe N), and adjustments (trim and fill) for asymmetries based on the funnel plot for the three language skills 
correlates (reading comprehension, independent writing, and listening comprehension). Results of each variable are reported in the 
following sections. 

3.1.1. IW and reading comprehension 
Thirteen independent correlations from 13 studies with a total of 2901 participants (mean sample size 223.15, SD 230.39, range 

68–922) were included in this analysis. Fig. 1 displays graphic representations of each primary study’s correlation and 95% CI with 
their relevant statistics. The average correlation was shown by a diamond at the bottom of the graph. The age of the participants ranged 
from grade 4–52 years old. There were eight L1 studies: English (4 samples), Chinese (1), Spanish (1), Slovenia (1), and unclear (1). 
There were five L2 studies, with the participants’ L1 being mixed (3), Chinese (1), and Japanese (1), and L2 being all English. The 
overall mean correlation was significant and medium, r = 0.47 (p = .00), 95% CI [.40–.35] (Table 2). 

Table 2 
Mean correlations between IW and skills correlates.   

k r [95% CI] Q df (Q) I2 Fail-safe N Orwins’s 
fail-safe N 

Trimmed Imputed 

Reading  13 .47 [.40–.54]*** 54.50 ***  12  77.98  2193  57  0  0 
Writing  5 .42 [.22–.59]*** 28.83 ***  4  86.13  122  15  0  0 
Listening  3 .29 [.21–.37]*** 0.31  2  0  30  6  0  0 

***p < .001. 
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The variability across studies was significant and large, Q(12) = 54.49, p = .00, I2 = 77.98, encouraging the search for moderator 
variables. A series of moderator analyses was conducted using seven variables (Age, IW Language, Modality of input, Genre of output, 
Task standardization, Genre of input, Number of inputs). Four variables reached statistical significance (Table 3). The results indicated 
that the correlation between IW and reading comprehension was larger when the IW task  

1. was Reading-to-Writing (0.50) than Reading/Listening-to-Writing (0.38)  
2. required participants to write a Summary (0.55) than an Opinion essay (0.39)  
3. was Standardized (0.53) than Researcher-made (0.41)  
4. used a Single source-text (0.55) than Multiple source-texts (0.43). 

3.1.2. IW and independent writing 
Five independent correlations from five studies involving 559 participants (mean sample size 111.80, SD = 55.87, range 79–211) 

were available for this analysis. Fig. 2 is a graphic summary of each study’s correlation, 95% CI, and their relevant statistics. The age of 
the participants was at the tertiary level (undergraduate and graduate students). There was only one L1 study with English as the L1; 
the rest of the four L2 studies all had mixed L1s and English as the L2. The overall mean correlation was significant and medium, 
r = 0.42 (p = .00), 95% CI [.22–.59] (Table 2). 

The homogeneity test and accompanying statistics indicated that the variability across studies was significant and large, Q(4) 
= 28.83, p = .00, I2 = 86.13. Out of four possible moderator variables (Modality of input, Genre of output, Task standardization, Genre 
of input), only the effect of Task standardization was significant (Table 4). The result showed that the correlation between IW and 
Writing was larger when the IW task was Standardized (0.56) than Researcher-made (0.20). 

3.1.3. IW and listening comprehension 
Only three independent correlations from three primary studies with 489 participants (mean sample size 163, SD = 58.28, range 

111–226) were available for the analysis of correlations between IW and Listening comprehension. All studies used Reading/Listening- 

Fig. 1. Average correlation (shown by a diamond at the bottom) and correlation with 95% CI for each study in the analysis of IW and reading 
comprehension (Sánchez et al., 2017). 

Table 3 
Moderator analysis results: Correlation between IW and Reading.   

k r [95% CI] Q (df) p 

Modality of input         
RLW  3 .38 [.30-.45]    
RW  10 .50 [.43-.57] 5.25 (1)  .02 
Modality of output    
Opinion  6 .39 [.27-.50]    
Summary  7 .55 [.51-.58] 7.16 (1)  .01 
Task standardization     
Researcher-made  7 .41 [.33-.49]    
Standardized  6 .53 [.45-.60] 4.35 (1)  .04 
Number of source text         
Multiple  8 .43 [.33-.53]    
Single  5 .55 [.51-.58] 5.22 (1)  .02  
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to-Writing tasks. Fig. 3 displays each study’s correlation, their 95% CI, and relevant statistics. There were two L1 studies; both had 
Chinese as the L1 and their participants were secondary school students. The L2 study examined undergraduate students (age from 18 
to 52) whose L1s were mixed and L2 was English. The overall mean correlation was significant but small, r = 0.29 (p = .00), 95% CI 
[.21–.37] (Table 2). The variability across studies was not significant, Q(2) = 0.31, p = .85, I2 = 0. Accordingly, moderator analysis 
was not carried out. 

3.2. Text features 

In this section, results of text features are reported. Table 5 is the summary of statistics of each text quality feature. 

3.2.1. Source integration 
Four independent samples from four studies with a total of 697 participants (mean sample size 174.25, SD =176.33, range 54–479) 

were analysed for source integration. Fig. 4 shows each primary study’s result. There were one L1 study (L1 was unclear) and three L2 
studies (L1 = one Persian and two mixed; L2 = all English). The overall mean correlation was significant and medium, r = 0.36, 95% CI 
[.26–.46] (adjusted r = 0.31 95% CI [.23–.40]). The variability across studies was small and not significant, Q(5) = 4.66, p = .20, I2 

= 35.7. Therefore, moderator analysis was not conducted. 

3.2.2. Text length 
Five studies provided five independent samples for this variable with a total of 1574 participants (mean sample size 314.80, SD 

350.4, range 68–922). There were three L1 studies (two with English and one unclear) and two L2 studies (Japanese or mixed as L1; 
English as L2). The overall mean correlation was significant and large (r = 0.53, 95% CI [.44–.60]) (see Fig. 5). Q test and I2 supported 
a variability among studies, Q(4) = 11.92, p = .00, I2 = 66.44. Moderator analyses were carried out using IW Language, Task stan-
dardization, and Number of inputs. Only the effect of Task standardization was significant, with a larger correlation in the standardized 
tests than researcher-made tests (see Table 6). 

Fig. 2. Average correlation (shown by a diamond at the bottom) and correlation with 95% CI for each study in the analysis of IW and Indepen-
dent writing. 

Table 4 
Moderator analysis results: Correlation between IW and Writing.   

k r [95% CI] Q (df) p 

Task standardization       
Researcher-made  2 .20 [.08-.30]    
Standardized  3 .56 [.47-.65] 24.20 (1)  .00  

Fig. 3. Average correlation (shown by a diamond at the bottom) and correlation with 95%CI for each study in the analysis of IW and Listening.  
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3.2.3. Organization 
There were four independent samples from four studies with a total sample size of 1365 (mean sample size 341, SD 393.06, range 

79–922) (Fig. 6). The overall mean correlation was significant and medium (r = 0.34, 95% CI [.11–.54]); the adjusted correlation 
became small (r = 0.25, 95% CI [.03.45]) but significant. There were two L1 (both English) and two L2 studies (both had mixed L1 and 
English L2). The variability across studies was significant and large: Q (3) = 40.02, p = .00, I2 = 92.50. Moderator analyses were 
conducted using IW Language, Modality of input, and Number of inputs. None yielded significant effects. 

3.2.4. Lexical complexity 
Correlations from six independent samples from six studies were analyzed (total N = 2093, mean sample size 349, SD 587, range 

68–922) (Fig. 7). The overall mean correlation was significant but small (r = 0.14, 95% CI [.05–.23]). There were three L1 (all English) 
and three L2 studies (L1 = one Japanese and two mixed; L2 = all English). Variability across studies was significant: Q (5) = 18.89, 
p = .00, I2 = 73.53. Moderator analyses were conducted using IW Language and Modality of input, but none found significant effects. 

3.2.5. Syntactic complexity 
Four independent samples from four studies were used in this analysis with a total of 1365 participants (mean sample size 341, SD 

340, range 79–322) (Fig. 8). There were two L1 studies (both English) and two L2 studies (L1 and L2 were both mix and English). The 
overall mean correlation was significant and medium (r = 0.32, 95% CI [.20–.44]); the adjusted correlation became small (r = 0.25 
[.21–.36]) but still significant. Following the Q test and I2 statistics, moderator analyses were carried out using Modality of input and 
Number of inputs. However, none found significant moderators. 

Table 5 
Mean correlations between IW and text quality features.   

k r [95%CI] Q df (Q) I2 Classical Fail-safe N Orwin’s fail-safe N trimmed imputed 

Source text integration  4 .36 *** [.26–.46] 4.66  3  35.68  80  10  0 2a 

Text length  5 .53 *** [.45-.60] 11.92 ***  4  66.44  589  28  0 0 
Organization  4 .34 *** [.11–.54] 40.02 ***  3  82.50  81  4  0 1b 

Lexical complexity  6 .14 *** [.05–.23] 18.89 ***  5  73.53  50  4  0 0 
Syntactic complexity  4 .32 *** [.20–.44] 12.06 *  3  75.12  100  7  0 2c 

Note. *** p < .001, * p < .05. 
a: adjusted r is .31 (95% CI:.23–.40), Q = 7.29; b: adjusted r is .25 (95% CI:.03–.45), Q = 53.43; c: adjusted r is .25 (95% CI:.12-.36), Q = 21.19. 

Fig. 4. Average correlation (shown by a diamond at the bottom) and correlation with 95% CI for each study in the analysis of IW and Source 
integration. 

Fig. 5. Average correlation (shown by a diamond at the bottom) and correlation with 95% CI for each study in the analysis of IW and Text length.  
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4. Discussion 

This study aims to clarify the construct of IW by conducting a series of meta-analyses of correlation coefficients of IW skills with 
independent language skills and text features in IW product. 

Regarding language skills (research question 1), the correlations between IW scores and the three language skills were all sig-
nificant and positive, which endorses the connection between these language skills and IW. Reading and writing skills had a moderate 
correlation with IW skills with medium effect sizes (0.47 and 0.42) but the correlation of listening skills was less substantial with a 

Table 6 
Moderator analysis results: Correlation between IW and Text length.   

k r [95% CI] Q (df) p 

Task standardization       
Researcher-made  2 .41 [.26–.53]    
Standardized  3 .57 [.51–.62] 5.48 (1)  .02  

Fig. 6. Average correlation (shown by a diamond at the bottom) and correlation with 95% CI for each study in the analysis of IW and Organization.  

Fig. 7. Average correlation (shown by a diamond at the bottom) and correlation with 95% CI for each study in the analysis of IW and Lexi-
cal Complexity. 

Fig. 8. Average correlation (shown by a diamond at the bottom) and correlation with 95% CI for each study in the analysis of IW and Syntac-
tic Complexity. 
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weak correlation of small effect size (0.29). Overall, the result indicates that reading and writing skills are more implicated in the IW 
performance than are listening skills. 

The weak association of listening skills is likely due to the challenging cognitive demand of listening imposed on candidates during 
IW activities. For example, in most IW tasks, the audio input is played once at the beginning of the writing session. Candidates are thus 
forced to select ideas which could be included in the writing concurrently as they listen to the input and hold the ideas in their working 
memory. Some candidates might jot notes as they listen but this process often interferes with their decoding process. As a result, most 
candidates, even the stronger ones, might not be able to utilize their listening skills during IW tasks (Chan & May, 2019), hence 
explaining the comparatively limited impact of listening skills on IW performance. 

Although all significant, the magnitude of correlations found in the current synthesis also indicates that reading, listening and 
writing skills only contribute partially to successful IW performance, lending support to the argument that IW is a unique construct 
building upon independent language skills (Ascención Delaney, 2008; Chan, 2018; Watanabe, 2001; Yu, 2013). 

As for text features (research question 2), aggregated correlations of the five text features were all significant and positive (with 
varying magnitudes). This result indicates, first of all, that these text features all affect the quality of IW products; thus, they should be 
considered when evaluating IW performances. Text length showed a strong correlation to IW scores (0.53). Text length is an important 
determiner of writing quality in general (e.g., Phillips Galloway & Uccelli, 2019). Our result endorses that this text feature is also 
essential for IW. Having said that, care should be taken when applying this result to pedagogical settings because text length interacts 
with other features (e.g., a longer text may include a wider variety of lexis, longer and more complex sentences, or better idea 
development). Simply advising students to write more may or may not be helpful depending on various conditions. Teachers should 
pay close attention to students’ weaknesses that may be hidden in the text length. 

Source integration, organization and syntactic complexity were found to be moderately correlated to IW test scores (0.36, .34, .32 
respectively), showing that even though they may not be as strongly associated with IW scores as text length, their contribution to IW 
performance should not be overlooked. Among these features, source integration is a unique characteristic of IW compared to inde-
pendent writing. 

Finally, lexical complexity correlated only weakly to IW test scores (0.14). Use of vocabulary in IW is likely to be heavily influenced 
by the topic of the input sources. In comparison with independent writing where candidates have to draw upon their own lexical 
resources, candidates in IW can resort to the input sources and often use similar lexical items as provided there. Hence, lexical 
complexity may not differentiate between stronger and weaker candidates in IW as effectively as other features or as effectively as in 
independent writing. Although in some cases candidates might misinterpret the need to paraphrase and produce some unnatural 
terminology or collocations drawn from their own lexicon, in general, lower-proficiency candidates tend to benefit from the lexical 
support by relying on the input text (Plakans & Gebril, 2012). If verbatim copying of lexis and lexical phrases from the sources is 
controlled, lexical complexity scores may show higher correlations with IW. However, it is beyond the scope of this meta-analysis. 

For research question 3, we have included seven moderator variables in this meta-analysis. As discussed later, small sample size is one 
of the limitations of this study. Therefore, insignificant results of moderator analysis may partially be due to the weak power in the current 
study. Bearing this in mind, let us discuss the seven moderators in turn. Age was used only in the analysis of reading comprehension and 
the result was not significant. Although it seems reasonable to assume differences between adults and children in abilities and processes 
involved in writing, such differences did not translate into the significant influence on the relationship between reading comprehension 
and IW at least in this study. More research is desirable, but it should be noted that the developmental model of writing we resorted to in 
considering the age effect is the one for general writing and originally proposed for L1 writing. To advance research on IW, we should 
develop IW specific models since IW is a related but distinct construct from independent writing as the current study endorsed. 

Language of IW (L1/L2) was used for four correlates, and all results were non-significant. Considering many differences between L1 
and L2 writing as reviewed earlier, this result is unexpected. Two interpretations seem possible. One is that, taking the face value of the 
result, the IW construct is indeed not substantially different between L1 and L2. Another is that research design of included studies may 
have some relevance. As mentioned above, the configuration of participants in what is labeled as L1 studies was complex. Out of 10 
studies that we coded as L1, four included both native speakers and non-native speakers of English such as ELLs and bilinguals; the 
ratio of such L2 speakers ranged from 4% to 25% across different studies. Although the native speaker population was still dominant in 
L1 studies and the non-native speaker population may speak English fluently, the gap between L1-monolingual speakers and L2 
speakers (e.g., ELLs, language minority children, bilinguals) is well attested in the literature of literacy acquisition (e.g., Farnia & Geva, 
2013; Mancilla-Martinez, Kieffer, Biancarosa, Christodoulou, & Snow, 2011). It may be time for IW researchers to examine IW per-
formances of L2 speakers separately from L1 speakers even in contexts where L1 and L2 speakers are mixed. 

Task standardization (Standard vs. Researcher-made) was used for three correlates. The results were all significant and consistent: 
the correlation was always higher when IW was a standardized test task than researcher-made task. As the power of this study is 
generally not very strong due to small sample size, this stable and consistent result deserves attention. We speculate two reasons that 
may have boosted the correlation in standardized testing contexts. One may be the difference in standardized task features including 
time length, text length and number of input sources. Standardized test tasks tend to be given in shorter time length involving one or 
two input sources, e.g., listening and reading time for 5 minutes and then 20 minutes writing time in the TOEFL iBT IW task used in 
Barkaoui’s (2014) study. On the other hand, task features of researcher-made/classroom-based tasks are sometimes less well-specified, 
at least in the studies examined. One may expect more variations in task features among researcher-made/classroom-based tasks as 
they tend to better cater for the need of a local test population. Another is the presence of writing support such as dictionaries (e.g., 
Baba, 2009; Perin et al., 2017) or even a summary training (Leopold et al., 2019). Such support might have reduced the IW tasks’ 
ability to differentiate between stronger and weaker IW performance and possibly led to weaker correlations. Obviously, these sup-
ports are typically not allowed in standardized assessment tasks. 
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The fourth moderator was Genre of output, which was used for two correlates; it was significant only for reading comprehension. 
The correlation was stronger in the summary task (0.55) than the opinion essay (0.39). This result may be because, although both 
output types require understanding the reading input source, the opinion essay tasks move further from basic comprehension skills and 
require additional processes and abilities such as evaluating ideas in the source texts, generating own ideas, and integrating their ideas 
with those in the source. 

Modality of input was used in five moderator analyses, and its effects were significant only for reading comprehension. The cor-
relation between IW and reading was stronger in the reading-to-writing task (0.50) than reading/listening-to-writing task (0.38). The 
result may not be surprising because the reading-writing connection is more direct in the former than the latter. 

The sixth moderator, the number of inputs was used in four analyses, and its effects was significant again only for reading 
comprehension. The correlation between IW and reading was stronger when learners read only a single input text (0.55) than multiple 
texts (0.43). This result may relate to how reading comprehension was typically measured. Although some recent reading tests expand 
the domain of measurement including higher-level cognitive processes such as inferencing and constructing a global understanding at 
multiple-texts levels (Khalifa & Weir, 2009), reading tests still dominantly utilize questions based on a single source text. Abilities to 
construct a coherent meaning representation by integrating information from multiple reading sources may not have been well 
implicated in the test scores of reading comprehension, thus lowing the correlation in this study. 

Finally, Genre of input was used in three moderator analyses, but yielded no significant results. This may be because the three 
categories in this variable (Argumentative, Expository, and Mix) were all in the expository genre in a broad sense. As discussed in our 
literature review, a question still remains regarding how narrative genre of input texts affects the correlation. 

To summarize the moderator analyses, learner factors (age and IW language) did not show significant effects in this study. 
However, four out of five IW task features were found to have effects on the association between IW scores and some correlates 
(especially reading comprehension). This result has important implications for test developers and classroom teachers: different IW 
tasks tap into different aspects of IW skills, and therefore IW test developers should carefully select specific task features of IW ac-
cording to their purposes. 

5. Conclusion 

The present meta-analysis aims to advance research to clarifying the construct of IW by synthesizing results from past studies. 
However, these findings should be interpreted with caution due to limitations of this study. As already mentioned, the sample size of 
this meta-analysis is relatively small. When we started this project, we had expected a larger number of eligible studies because of the 
growing body of research on the topic of IW. However, it turned out that even with increasing attention to this topic, studies that 
respond to our research interest were still small in number. Since our research questions are pertinent to the construct understanding of 
IW, we call for more research on this topic. Another limitation, which also resonates with current research practice, is the difficulty of 
synthesizing text-internal features of IW product. This is because of the lack of framework that is common across studies. In the current 
research practice, researchers have been using various analytical frameworks with idiosyncratic terminologies and definitions. As 
explained in the method section, we did our best to find commonality across studies by reading their explanations carefully. This 
difficulty resulted in using only those text features that we could code reliably, which means that there is much information left unused 
within each individual studies. This situation is unfortunate not only because it limited this study’s ability to synthesize much of the 
past research efforts but also limit communication among researchers. This is an area where IW researchers should make more efforts 
to integrate research findings. For instance, researchers should attempt to share frameworks to evaluate text features with clear 
definitions. Workshops on the analysis of text features may contribute to more consistent analysis among researchers. Also, attempts to 
factor analyse a large number of text features that have been idiosyncratically employed might be useful to produce a smaller number 
of more generalizable higher-order categories that could be applied across studies. Finally, this study focused on task features of IW. 
However, there are also huge variations in the measures of reading and listening comprehension, for example, test formats, length and 
genre of input source, types of comprehension tested (e.g., literal or inferential). To illustrate, for reading comprehension, most studies 
included in the meta-analyses used measures of multiple-choice questions, short-answer questions and/or Yes/No questions. For 
listening comprehension, the measures used included multiple-choice questions, short-answer questions and/or cloze. How such 
variation affects the strength of association between reading/listening comprehension skills and IW is an area to be examined in future 
studies. 

Despite these perceived limitations, the findings offer further evidence to clarify the construct of IW in terms of its language-skill 
and text-feature correlates. The findings also shed light on some of the task features which are most likely to impact IW performance. 
Based on the outcomes, there is a clear need of more research on IW which involve not only reading but also listening and speaking 
activities. To further deepen our understanding of moderating variables, we encourage additional research that focuses on the different 
types of IW tasks as well as individual candidate differences that may mediate integrated performance. Finally, more research is needed 
to identify specific text features of IW at different levels of performance across task types. 
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